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Introduction and Motivation
Geolocated social media data provides a powerful source of information about place and regional
human behavior. Because little social media data is geolocation-annotated, geoinference
techniques serve an essential role for increasing the volume of annotated data by predicting its
origin location. One major class of inference approaches has relied on the social network of Twitter,
where the locations of a user’s friends serve as evidence for that user’s location. While many such
inference techniques have been recently proposed, we actually know little about their relative
performance, with methods differing in the evaluation metrics, testing setups, and amount of data.
We conduct a critical evaluation of state of the art by testing nine geolocation inference techniques
on identical data using three newly-proposed comprehensive evaluation metrics.

Method
Davis Jr. et al (2011)
Li et al. (2012)
Li, Wang, and Chang (2012)
Rout et al (2013)
McGee, Caverlee, and Cheng (2013)
Kong, Liu, and Huang (2014)
Backstrom, Sun, and Marlow (2010)
Jurgens (2013)
Compton, Jurgens, and Allen (2014)

Edges
n/a
4.1M
4.1M
9.8M
81.2M
19.4M
30.6M
254M
1.03B

Users
4.7K
139.1K
139.1K
206.2K
249.6K
660.0K
2.9M
47.8M
110.9M

Ground Truth
% Labeled
GPS, GeoIP, Self-reported 40.3%
Self-Reported
100%
Self-Reported
100%
Self-Reported
100%
GPS, Self-Reported
100%
GPS
22.5%
Self-Reported
25.0%
GPS
5.34%
GPS
11.1%

The nine evaluated methods and the conditions in
which each method was originally tested

Evaluation Metrics

Q1: How do the methods compare?

Area Under the Curve (AUC)

Setup - All methods were tested using five-fold cross validation on a dataset
built from a one-month sample of Twitter (15.2M users, 26M edges). The
baseline comparison method infers locations by simply picking a random
neighbor’s location to use a user’s location. Below we show results when the
ground-truth is derived from GPS-annotated data.

Many methods have been evaluated using a Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) that shows the probability of the distance error when
inferring the location of a post. While visually illustrating, these curves
are not comparable across works. Therefore, we propose using a form
of AUC calculated from the CDF to quantify prediction performance.

Methods vary in how much data for which they are able to make a prediction. Therefore,
we include a third metric, Coverage, that measures the percentage of data able to be
located by the geoinference method, where data may be users or posts.

Q2: Are self-reported locations more
beneficial than GPS locations?
Setup - The text from users' profile location fields were
extracted and matched with the location names in one
of four gazetteers: (1) GeoNames, (2) DBPedia, (3)
GeoLite, and (4) a gazetteer built from queries to
Google's reverse geocoder service. The methods were
then tested using the same cross-validation setup as
when using GPS-derived locations.

Compton et al. (2014)

(higher is better)

Some analyses rely on having users located, rather than posts. To quantify how accurate
a method is at the user-level, we compute the maximum post-prediction error per user
and report the median of these errors. This metric has an intuitive interpretation:
half of the users have a maximum error of at most this distance
Coverage

User Coverage

Median-Max

Median-Max Error (km)
(lower is better)

Incorporating multiple passes through the data can provide significantly higher coverage
without much loss in precision
The best performance was seen for methods originally tested in conditions that mirrored
real-world. Four methods tested only on smaller data had to be modified for scalability.
Six methods were able to outperform the baseline in prediction accuracy. However, the inclusion
of coverage demonstrates significant diﬀerences in the methods' abilities to label content.

Q3: How stable is performance over time?
Setup - All methods were trained on a full month of data and then asked to predict the
locations of posts for each day in the following month. Results are shown when using
GPS-derived locations.
Dav12
Li12b
Comp14
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Jurg13
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Users' location fields matched far fewer gazetteer names (3.4%) than reported in prior
work. This lower rate may be due to our study's analysis of global users who write in a variety
of languages or due to shifting user behaviors from increased privacy concerns.

Post Coverage

Self-reported locations resulted in universally-worse performance for all gazetteers
when used as ground truth data instead of GPS-derived locations, even though they provide
roughly 50% more ground truth from which methods can learn.
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Get the code: https://github.com/networkdynamics/geoinference
Want to see how well Try out our platform and API for geoinference on the same datasets
your method does?
in this paper: http://networkdynamics.org/resources/geoinference
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